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ABOUT DAN
After fifteen years in the Army, Dan became the

first person since World War Two to leave in order
to contest a parliamentary by-election. He was
elected as the Labour MP for Barnsley Central

in March 2011 and was subsequently awarded
the MBE for his service.

In Parliament, Dan has sat on the Business

Innovation and Skills select committee and has

served as the shadow minister for the Department
of Culture, Media and Sport, and as shadow

minister for Justice and then Foreign Affairs.
Dan has always believed that the use of democratic
socialist principles and the establishment of a

more co-operative community are the best ways
to help ordinary working people. In line with these
beliefs, he has run a number of campaigns

including; increasing the National Minimum
Wage, reducing Child Poverty and changing
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the law on organ donation. He was re-elected

in 2015 and 2017 with increased majorities. Dan
was recently appointed by Jeremy Corbyn to sit
as Labour’s representative on the Joint National
Security Strategy committee. Dan is a member
of Unison, the Co-op party and was recently
re-elected onto the Tribune steering group.

In his spare time, Dan enjoys reading, running,

hill walking, cycling and supporting Barnsley FC –
all of which can be hard work at times! He has

run the last five London marathons to raise money
for Cancer Research UK and his local hospice.

He lives in Barnsley with his wife and three children
and their dog, Pip – a mostly friendly Jack Russell
Patterdale terrier cross.
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FOREWORD
South Yorkshire is entering a pivotal period in its development. The challenges
posed by austerity, automation and post-Brexit uncertainty are huge. Overcoming
them will require all of the innate resilience, talent and ingenuity for which
Yorkshire is known. But accompanying these challenges will also be a period
of real opportunity; devolution can bring greater investment, independence and
control of our infrastructure, economy and environment.
Our soon to be elected Sheffield City Region Mayor
will be key to unlocking the investment that our

region needs: our transport, broadband, education
and training systems are not fit for the challenges

of the 21st century. Investment in our housing and

the environment lags behind what we need. All must
be priorities for the new mayor.

But the mayoralty will be about more than policies

and infrastructure. It will be about negotiating with
government for the Sheffield City Region to be

delegated both powers and funding. The mayors

of London, Manchester, Bristol, Liverpool and the
West Midlands are now established players in

our national debate, and matching them as they
argue for more powers and resources will be an
immediate challenge for the new mayor.

None of this will be easy. It will take real leadership
to achieve it. It will require someone with the

character, credibility and clout to be a champion for
the Sheffield City Region. Someone who can stand
up for us on the national and international stage.
4
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Someone who can forge together the interests

of Barnsley, Doncaster, Rotherham and Sheffield,

our businesses, hospitals, colleges and universities,
our trade unions and the public. To ensure that
collectively, we’re pulling in the same direction

to deliver the investment and public services that
we need.

But we also need someone who as well as being

Sheffield City Region Mayor, could play a leading

role in a longer process for a wider devolution deal

for Yorkshire and the Humber. Because the election
of a mayor in South Yorkshire is not the end of our
devolution story, it is the beginning.

I believe I have the right mix of local and national
experience, and the skills and vision to lead us

forward. I am proud to have the strong backing

of council leaders, MPs, councillors, trade unions,
businesses, Labour members and the general

public, and I want to work with Jeremy Corbyn,
and his front bench team, to play my full part in
leading us forward together.

This is because I am convinced that with the right
powers, strategy and investment, the Sheffield

City Region, and then Yorkshire and the Humber

can harness the enormous potential which exists
in our region and we can truly become a force to
be reckoned with.

To do this, our first mayor must have the right

policies, as well as the right personality, and this
is why I am sending you this Policy Proposal; to

give you a clear idea of what I would work to do if
I were elected mayor. But this is only a first draft,

and that’s where I need your help. With over twelve

thousand party members spread across our region,
between us we have a wealth of experience and
good ideas, and it would be a mistake for any

prospective mayor not to call upon that. So please

have a read through the prospectus and let me know
what you think, good or bad, at dan@danjarvis.org

3. Support the appointment of a female

Deputy Mayor and a gender-balanced
combined authority.

4. Attract new investment and well-paid jobs to

the Sheffield City Region and ensure that our

people have the skills and training to do them.

5. Establish a Mayor’s Community Fund, which

will include the entirety of my mayoral salary,
to back region wide initiatives focussed on:

relieving child poverty, helping the homeless,
and improving our environment.

If these are priorities that you can get behind,

and this pamphlet contains the type of policies
that you would like to see implemented, then
please vote for me to be your candidate
for mayor.

In the meantime, let me be clear about what won’t
change; my pledge to the membership is that, as

well as campaigning for a wider Yorkshire deal, my
priorities will be:

1. Negotiate with the Government to get the

Sheffield City Region the best possible deal
in terms of powers and funding.

2. Use those powers to designate bus services

Dan Jarvis

Prospective Labour Mayoral Candidate
for the Sheffield City Region

as community assets and work to take bus
provision back into public ownership.
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CHAMPIONING A WIDER YORKSHIRE
The issue of devolution goes to the heart of two of the most important strategic
questions our country currently faces: how we respond to the causes of Brexit and
how we prepare for a post-Brexit Britain. If we are to find the right answer to both
these questions, we must look both at and beyond South Yorkshire – and we must
consider a systemic reform of power and politics across the whole country.
Many people, particularly in the north of England,
voted to leave the European Union because they
were tired of feeling powerless and excluded

from the prosperity enjoyed by other parts of
the country. That feeling was not an illusion.
Government spending in Yorkshire is nearly

£300 per person lower than the national average,
and transport infrastructure investment is one

tenth of that in the capital. And, perhaps most

tellingly, income in Yorkshire is only 80% of the

national average, whilst, outside of London and
the south-east, real earning power in the UK
has not risen in a decade.

But the disillusionment that contributed to the
‘Leave’ vote isn’t just about the centralisation
of wealth in London; it is about how people

believe they are represented. Across the UK

only 27% think our system of government is

working well and a similarly small number feel
that either parliament represents “people like

CHAPTER 1
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them” or that ordinary people “have a big say
in decision making”.

These concerns cannot be addressed without
looking at how power is distributed and used.

The government needs to empower communities

by devolving decision-making closer to the places
it will affect. Together with investment, this

will lead to both better public services and the

re-engagement of people around a common sense
of community purpose. If, under the next Labour

government, this devolution was then linked to a

reformed upper house of parliament, and a review
of the ‘First Past The Post’ voting system, we

could also ensure that people from places like

Yorkshire have a much stronger and clearer voice
in Westminster. These two reforms together would

help address the power imbalances that people felt
in the lead up to the Brexit vote, and still feel today.
That is why I believe a wider Yorkshire devolution
deal – which encompasses the 5.4 million

people who live in our region – is the right way
to prepare for life after Brexit. We need to think
bigger than city-regions if we are going to go

out and compete on a global stage. By working
at a truly regional level, we will be better placed
to cooperate with and compete with other
devolved areas and other nations.

The potential benefits of such a deal are huge;
the West Yorkshire Combined Authority has

estimated that devolving power to Yorkshire,

coupled with an ambitious economic agenda,

could mean that within ten years everyone in our
8
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region will be £600 a year better off. That’s
because devolution is about more than

just investment in infrastructure: it’s about

attracting new investment to develop and grow
our regional economy; using new planning

powers to regenerate our cities and towns;

and harnessing our collective talent, energy and
influence to turn regional reputations into global
brands. And whilst the detail of any deal would
have to be carefully considered, I believe that

the more power we can devolve to our regions
the better placed they will be to deal with the

challenges and opportunities of life after Brexit.
Although 18 out of the 20 local authorities

across Yorkshire and the Humber are committed
to pursuing a wider Yorkshire deal, the Tory

government are not. We will therefore be electing

a mayor for the Sheffield City Region in May 2018.
This is an important role at a crucial moment and
we must ensure that we elect a Labour mayor

on a bold and radical platform of delivering real
change for the people of South Yorkshire. But

we should also elect someone who can not only

ensure over the short term that the lives of people
in South Yorkshire are improved but also work
over the medium and longer term towards
achieving that wider Yorkshire deal.
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PROSPERITY FOR ALL
My plans for the future of the Sheffield City Region are founded upon a strong
economy. Our region is home to 68,000 businesses generating £30 billion every
year but with average weekly pay some £60 less than the UK average there is
much to be done to secure a prosperous future.
to secure new investment from government

STRONG ECONOMY
We will need to invest in the industries of the future
and set out bold plans in a new South Yorkshire

Industrial Strategy. This in turn must be integrated

into an economic strategy for the whole of Yorkshire
and the Humber.

•

and to welcome new businesses to the centre.
We will build on our strengths in healthcare
technologies, advanced computing and

food engineering. I will work closely with
the Department for International Trade

I will establish a Business and Trade

Northern Powerhouse team to make sure

representative membership, to work closely

the top of their agenda and lead trade

Union Advisory Panel, with a revolving and

the Sheffield City Region’s priorities are at

with the Local Enterprise Partnership and to
provide guidance on policies and insight on
future challenges.

Our goal will be to ensure that ‘Made in Sheffield’
continues to be a source of value and pride both
at home and abroad.

Our economic strategy must focus on some of
the city region’s key strengths:

•

Our world-renowned Advanced

Manufacturing Research Centre builds on

our long history of metalworking expertise
and innovation and brings together

universities and cutting-edge business.

I will work closely with the AMRC board
CHAPTER 2
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missions to secure new export opportunities
for local businesses as well as beneficial
inward investment.

I will champion the region’s visitor economy to

get maximum benefit from the 10 million visitors
to the Peak District National Park each year by
developing a unified tourism offer for South

Yorkshire and working closely with the Welcome
to Yorkshire Campaign.

maximising the benefits of being home to two

universities with world class research facilities.
I will support the Local Enterprise Partnership in
its mission to create 600 new businesses every

year – particularly in creative and digital industries –
and attracting new businesses to the area through
the work of the Growth Hub. Together we will
expand the successful Enterprising Barnsley

scheme to other local authorities in the city region.

I will also support key initiatives in each of the city

In return I will insist that the Local Enterprise

•

more small businesses and local representatives

region’s local authority areas:

In Doncaster I will campaign for city status

and the ambitions of the DN7, Dearne Valley

and Robin Hood Airport initiatives to become

•

green growth clusters for low carbon businesses.
In Barnsley I will work to secure further

investment in The Glass Works regeneration
scheme to bring more retail and leisure to

the town, and campaign for the redevelopment

•

of Junctions 36 and 37 on the M1.

I will champion the Advanced Well-being
Research Centre (AWRC) at the Olympic

Legacy Park as a hub for global innovation
in healthcare, sports science, engineering

and psychology, attracting new businesses

•
•

and jobs to both Rotherham and Sheffield.

In Rotherham I will support the regeneration
of the town centre, bringing more jobs and
retail opportunities to the town.

In Sheffield I will support the City Council
in making Sheffield city the regional hub

for Creative and Digital Industries (CDI) and
12
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Partnership expands its membership to include
of the trade unions.

GOOD JOBS
Securing our economic growth sectors is only the

first step to ensuring prosperity for all. We have to
make sure that we create good quality jobs with

decent pay and opportunities for progression.
To achieve this:

•

I will develop a Sheffield City Region

Employers’ Charter which sets out basic
standards for good business, such as

addressing the pay gap between men

and women, encouraging flexible working

•

and paying a living wage.

I will guarantee a living wage of £8.75

per hour for all employees of the Sheffield

City Region and all those we contract to

deliver projects and services and will

minimise the use of agency staff and

•

zero-hours contracts.

I will develop an initiative to ensure that
public and private expenditure goes to

those businesses who create local jobs

and use local supply chains, and task the

Business Advisory Panel to develop plans

•

to put this into practice.

I will bring together all public agencies
involved with addressing long-term

unemployment to explore the feasibility

of forming a joint venture to pool resources

and provide more holistic and cost-effective
support for those who are struggling to
get good work.

BREXIT
As it becomes ever clearer that a Hard Brexit

will have a big impact on the Northern economy,
I will fight for the UK to remain in the Customs
Union to protect businesses in the region who
depend on ties with the EU. As a Member of

Parliament, I can also defend the rights of EU
citizens who are already living and working in
Sheffield City Region.

And I will continue to campaign for The Sheffield
City Region’s fair share of the proposed Shared

Prosperity Fund and work with the universities to
protect research funding so that we do not lose
out when European funding comes to an end.

DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE
AND SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
I will establish a Digital Inclusion Taskforce for

the city region and task them with ensuring that
every home and business in the city region has
access to superfast broadband by 2020, that

we extend the availability of public wifi and we
tackle mobile coverage ‘coldspots’.

I recognise the significant and unique contribution
made by social enterprises to our city region and
I will support new initiatives to measure and
support the social value they bring.
CHAPTER 2
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A 21ST CENTURY WORKFORCE
Getting a good start in life and being able to develop your skills as your career
progresses is vital to getting well-paid work and achieving a good quality of life –
it is also crucial for improving productivity in the city region. That is why I am
committed to transforming our education and skills system in the Sheffield City
Region to make sure educational attainment hits the national average at
every stage.
EARLY YEARS
In my first 100 days, I will ask all public bodies
in Sheffield City Region to sign an ‘Early Years

Pledge’ and identify ways in which they can support
families to improve levels of “school-readiness”.

To increase the numbers of children getting their
‘5-a-day’ requirement and to promote healthy
eating, I will fight for the reintroduction of free

fruit for early years children during break times
at school and nursery.

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
I will join with Jeremy Corbyn, Angela Rayner
and other city region mayors in campaigning

against further cuts to school budgets and for

a fair funding formula that doesn’t disadvantage
a single school in the region.

CHAPTER 3
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•

I will dedicate a proportion of the Mayor’s

Community Fund to providing opportunities
for children and young people from our
most deprived communities to access

museums, theatres, sports events and
other cultural activities.

SKILLS AND APPRENTICESHIPS
I will work with businesses to make a case to
government that the Apprenticeship Levy be
placed under the direction of the mayor and
to broaden its remit in order that we create

a dedicated investment fund for high-quality
vocational education and business support.
Given that nearly one quarter of schools in the

city region require improvement, I will work with
the Regional Schools Commissioner and local
authorities to develop locally-led ‘clusters’ for
school improvement, with the support of

universities, to share services more effectively.
I will work with schools, colleges and businesses
to transform careers advice, with equal weight

given to academic and vocational routes through
education, with special attention given to new
opportunities in technical education.

I will work with the Local Enterprise Partnership
and others to develop a long-term strategy for

improving adult skills with a particular focus on

retraining to meet the needs of emerging sectors
such as low carbon industries, healthcare
and digital.

Following the opening of the National College

for High Speed Rail, I will support Doncaster’s

plans for an Institute of Technology and its bid
for a University Technical College – both of

which will strengthen progression pathways
in technical subjects.

As part of this we will develop a new UCAS-style
application system for all apprenticeships in

Sheffield City Region and encourage collaboration
between schools and businesses to expand
work experience opportunities, especially in
the digital and tech sectors.

I will campaign to reduce waiting times for

children and young people to access mental
health services and strengthen the rights of

young people in the care of local mental health
services (CAMHS).

But education is not simply about preparing our
young people for the workplace and therefore:

•

I will support school leaders to develop
more holistic approaches to education
and the provision of a wide range of

•

extra-curricular activities in every school.
I will also support the expansion of the
National Citizenship Service within the
Sheffield City Region.
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SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
All four South Yorkshire local authorities are

struggling with overspent budgets for special
educational needs whilst at the same time

seeing the Government’s academies programme

leaving more and more vulnerable learners
excluded or on the periphery of our state

education system. There has been a growing

dependence on the independent sector to meet
emergent need, at significantly higher cost.

I will work with Barnsley, Doncaster, Rotherham

and Sheffield councils to help connect a disparate
education system by working with key partners
(such as our universities) to do more for our

most vulnerable learners and enhance social

mobility across the region, especially those with
learning difficulties.

We will work together to create a joint

commissioning strategy across South Yorkshire
for complex care provision to reduce the need
to place children outside of South Yorkshire.

YOUTH COMBINED AUTHORITY
I will establish a Youth Combined Authority
which will meet regularly with the mayor.
It will be representative of the four local

authorities that make up the city region,
gender-balanced and reflecting the full
diversity of the city region.

I will task the Youth Combined Authority to

hold the mayor to account and bring forward

ideas for school and college improvement and
raising aspirations for young people.

I will also task the Youth Combined Authority

to work with colleges and universities to bring
forward a strategy for retaining graduates

and other talented young people within the
city region.
CHAPTER 3
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A CO-OPERATIVE COMMUNITY
If we get devolution right, it will offer us a fairer and more democratic future
where working people have a greater say in the choices that effect their
lives and a greater stake in the services they rely upon. As a member of the
Co-operative Party I believe we should prioritise the use of mutuals, co-operatives
and community interest companies – with both workers and users represented
on management boards – and I will put co-operative principles at the heart of
our public services as we seek to transform the Sheffield City Region.
Whether in transport, healthcare, keeping our city
region safe or celebrating our diversity, we can all

play our part in reasserting the co-operative values
that once galvanised our steel city and coalfield
communities.

TRANSPORT
As mayor, I will use new powers to bring the bus

system back into public ownership to make our bus
services more affordable, more reliable and more
accessible to disabled people, older people and

families with pushchairs. As part of this plan I will:

•
•

Ensure subsidised routes to some of the
harder-to-reach towns and villages in
the region.

Introduce special concessionary schemes

for students, apprentices and adults helping
their children get to school. As a first-step

CHAPTER 4
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we will explore the feasibility of introducing
half-price travel for 16-18 year olds on all

•

buses in the city region.

Support the establishment of new, not-for-

profit and co-operative bus services as part
of the re-regulated bus system and fight

I will also work with local authorities, South Yorkshire
Passenger Transport Executive, Transport for the
North and national agencies to drive forward a
series of particular priorities including:

•

involvement in decision-making about

•

I will work with transport operators to introduce

•

to ensure greater staff and passenger

our public transport system.

an integrated smart ticketing system on all forms
of public transport, making travelling around the

The extension of the Sheffield tram network

to Rotherham;

The construction of a rail link to the Robin

Hood Airport;

Improving the capacity and flow of the

M1 corridor.

city-region more convenient and affordable and

HEALTH AND CARE

road improvement works.

in our city region by bringing together the NHS,

I will demand a more co-ordinated approach to
I will expand existing bike-hire schemes and

appoint an Active Travel Commissioner to draw

up a plan to promote cycling and other forms of
‘active travel’ as a convenient and healthy way
to get around.

To improve the safety of our transport, I will

work with transport operators to increase staffing
presence on public transport in the evenings and
increase investment in those places where road
safety is a clear problem.

I will support Transport for the North with

its strategic plans to improve rail services

east-west across the North of England as well
as north-south services to and from London,
and I will campaign for the region to receive
its fair share of transport funding.
20
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I will take the lead in tackling health inequalities
local authorities and other public agencies to

give people a more integrated health and care

service with a single point of contact for all their
care needs.

Together we will demand a fair funding deal from the

government and work towards the kind of devolution

deal being pioneered in Greater Manchester,
learning from their successes along the way.

I will create a Sheffield City Region Ethical Care

Charter to set out standards for social care in the
city region and which will require care workers

to be paid the living wage and end exploitative
zero-hours contracts.

I will champion unpaid family carers and work
with the NHS, local councils and voluntary

organisations to ensure their work is celebrated
and properly supported.

with local councils to explore all options for

preserving our remaining libraries and ensure that
their full potential as community hubs is realised.
I will also work closely with credit unions in the
city region to ensure that everybody is able to

save and to borrow money at a reasonable rate

of interest. I will support initiatives to extend their
services into every neighbourhood.

I will develop a scheme to provide incentives to

local tradesmen to support initiatives to help older
people to live independently in their own homes.
Whether changing light-bulbs, fitting hand-rails

CO-OPERATIVE COMMUNITIES
I will work with the Police and Crime

Commissioner to protect our police force from

cuts and protect neighbourhood policing teams
from further reductions in numbers.

or helping maintain gardens, I will encourage

schemes to help local businesses contribute to

more age-friendly neighbourhoods and commit

a proportion of my Mayor’s Community Fund to
support the best schemes.

I will sign a new agreement with the voluntary
and community sector in the city region,

recognising its vital role across the city region
and setting out ways in which we can work

together to unlock the potential of our citizens

through volunteering, tackling loneliness through
befriending and co-producing services to meet

the diverse needs of our different communities.
Our libraries are vital community hubs, where

everyone, regardless of background, is able to
pursue their interests, education and personal

development. For this reason I will work closely
CHAPTER 4
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IMPROVING HOUSING
AND THE ENVIRONMENT
The national housing crisis affects every town and city in a different way. That
is why the Sheffield City Region needs greater powers and funds to shape its
housing market and ensure there are affordable, accessible housing options
so that every citizen has a place they can call home.
HOUSING
I will carry out an urgent review of the housing

needs in the Sheffield City Region and work with
local authorities to ensure we have up to date
and ambitious local plans offering a wide mix
of housing types.

We will then produce a comprehensive South

Yorkshire Spatial Strategy which supports the

economic ambitions of the city region and at the

same time address issues of housing affordability
and market failure. I will also work with Yorkshire
Water and the Environment Agency to develop a

plan to prevent flooding, prepare our communities for
it, and protect homes and businesses from damage.
I will particularly support co-operative housing
schemes and work with developers to bring
‘Fab-Labs’ and other live-work options into
the city region’s housing mix.

But to put the strategy into practise we need

action from government. I will therefore fight for:
CHAPTER 5
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•

A bespoke Housing Deal with central

government including our region’s fair share
of new Homes England funding, the Home

Building Fund and Capacity Fund and a slice
of the new Transforming Cities Fund. I will
also campaign to lift the borrowing cap

on local authorities wishing to build new
homes and demand more control over

•

Right-to-Buy receipts.

The reintroduction of housing benefit for
the under 25s and work with housing
providers to establish a Rent-to-Own

scheme targeted on people under-30 to

•

help them onto the housing ladder.

The housing element of Universal Credit
to be paid directly to landlords from the

beginning and in return I will expect private

landlords to sign-up to a registration scheme
which sets clear standards that they pledge
to reach.

I will also support local councils to take tough
action against private landlords who fail to

maintain their properties or who allow anti-social

behaviour to take place inside them.

Sheffield City Region has a fine cultural heritage

and some of the most beautiful landscapes in the
whole country. As mayor, I will protect this legacy
but I will also lead our city region into the 21st

century as we embrace the local energy revolution
and tackle the air pollution that causes over 500
premature deaths in our city region every year.
24
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ENERGY AND RECYCLING
Working with stakeholders and experts in the

energy sector, we will negotiate the first Local
Energy Devolution Deal with the Department

for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy.
The deal will offer to cut carbon emissions

through wide-ranging energy efficiency and

micro-generation measures in return for Sheffield
City Region’s share of specific energy funds
currently controlled by central government.

I will use the proceeds of the deal to create a

Mayor’s Community Energy Fund which will be
used to invest in widespread energy efficiency
measures, supporting community energy and

micro-generation schemes and investing in new
technologies to manage energy consumption.

As part of my commitment to clean energy
I will propose the resumption of a ban on
fracking across the city region.

urban areas and encourage the roll-out of
electric vehicle charging points in every
neighbourhood of the city region.

I will launch a ‘Mayor’s Recycling Challenge’ to

motivate local authorities to improve their rates

of recycling and encourage innovative schemes
to capture waste heat, reduce food waste and
promote local food production.

I will also work with local authorities to

encourage car sharing schemes, walking and
cycling championed by a new Active Travel

Commissioner for the Sheffield City Region.

I will work with the four local authorities to develop

GREEN SPACES

target graffiti, fly tipping and local litter.

spaces and our cultural heritage as part of a

a ‘Clean Streets Co-operative’ social enterprise to

AIR QUALITY AND ACTIVE TRAVEL

I will campaign to protect our valuable green
region-wide environmental strategy that makes

the case for England’s first Urban National Park.

I will introduce an Air Quality Action Plan for

I will support The Community Forest Trust

the individual local authorities, and drawing on

a Northern Forest and will develop a plan to

the whole city region, combining the efforts of

the expertise of transport providers and other
agencies to reduce the numbers of premature
deaths and spiralling health costs associated
with this issue.

As part of this commitment I will fight for increased
investment in electric buses to reduce pollution in
CHAPTER 5

and The Woodland Trust’s proposal to create
ensure that 1 million trees are planted in the

Sheffield City Region to make our towns and

cities greener and our city region more attractive
and sustainable. I will commit a proportion of
the Mayoral Community Fund towards this
important cause.

IMPROVING HOUSING AND THE ENVIRONMENT
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FIGHTING POVERTY
AND INEQUALITY
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FIGHTING POVERTY AND INEQUALITY
My politics are rooted in a simple belief in Labour values and the huge potential
of our city region and its people. But too often this potential is squandered by a
system which traps people in poverty and breeds inequality. I will fight tirelessly
to tackle injustice wherever I see it and make sure that our city region supports
the many and not the few.
FIGHTING POVERTY
The primary way in which we tackle poverty is

to make sure that work pays. My commitments
to championing the real Living Wage in the city
region are set out in Chapter 3.

With nearly one in four children living in low
income households, in my first 100 days

I will establish a Child Poverty Taskforce to

co-ordinate urgent action to tackle this deep
injustice, and will commit a proportion of
the Mayoral Community Fund towards
this important cause.

At the other end of the spectrum, I will use my
Community Energy Fund to provide additional
support for the elderly to insulate their homes

and reduce their energy bills. I will also support
our local WASPI women in their campaign

against the unfairness in the change to the
state pension age.

CHAPTER 6

FIGHTING POVERTY AND INEQUALITY
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I will introduce special concessionary fares on

public transport for people with disabilities and
learning difficulties to get to work and team up

with voluntary organisations to provide additional

support for those struggling to access employment.
I will visit and support local foodbanks and

work with people forced to use their services
to challenge the root causes of their need.

to tackle homelessness in the city region to
develop a more co-ordinated response to

addressing and eradicating rough sleeping.
I will also work with local authorities and other

public agencies to tackle hidden homelessness
by establishing a Temporary Accommodation
Board to improve the condition of Houses of

Multiple Occupation (HMOs) and other B&Bs

to develop a deposit scheme to support people

TACKLING HOMELESSNESS
I will establish a Sheffield City Region

Homelessness Network to bring together all

those who are wanting to make a contribution

moving into their own accommodation.

I will campaign with others for the expansion

of the criteria used to determine homelessness

support and take action to ensure there is more
social housing and supported housing to meet
this growing need.

And I will commit a proportion of my Mayor’s
Community Fund to support projects which

are placing homeless people in safe and secure

accommodation and supporting them to sustain
their tenancies.

ADDRESSING INCLUSION
AND DIVERSITY
I will introduce a zero-tolerance approach to

hate crime which will be clearly communicated
through public agencies and voluntary and

community sector groups, and I will work with
the Police and Crime Commissioner to put in

place a Women’s Safety Charter and a clear plan
to reduce violence against women and girls.
28
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I will back the LGBT+ community by supporting

Pride events across the Sheffield City Region and
advocating LGBT+ inclusive sex education.

THE ORGREAVE TRUTH AND
JUSTICE CAMPAIGN
I will continue to campaign for a full public inquiry
into the events at Orgreave in 1984 to investigate

I will work with local faith communities to

allegations of police misconduct and to seek justice

host a Faith Summit to celebrate the work of

churches, mosques, temples, synagogues and

for its victims and their families.

other places of worship and to agree priorities
for community relations.

I will work with the Police and Crime Commissioner

to identify sensitive and appropriate strategies for
tackling radicalisation in all its different forms.

I will introduce an Equalities Scrutiny Committee to

work alongside the Combined Authority to ensure
that all the activities set out in my manifesto are
working to make our city region more inclusive.

CHAPTER 6
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CONTACT
DAN JARVIS
Prospective Labour Mayoral Candidate for the Sheffield City Region
T 01226 787 615
M 07764 196 120
E dan@danjarvis.org
www.danjarvis.org
@DanJarvisMP
Dan Jarvis
Follow Dan:
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FOR THE MANY
NOT THE FEW

